The 
Introduction
As a sort of new computational resource across the internet, Web services have played an important role in some fields such as e-commerce, enterprise application integration. In recent years, along with improvements of relevant standards of Web Services and appearance of various SOA (Service oriented architecture) platforms, many enterprises are rushing to employ Web services to encapsulate their business logics in order to accelerate the cooperation with their partners.
Due to wide use of Web services, the amount of the available Web services increases rapidly. They include not only the atomic or simple services, but also the large granularity services. Currently, significant advances in Software as a Service(SaaS), Platform as a Service(PaaS), and Data as a Service(DaaS) have enabled a wide adoption of the large granularity services. In contrast to the former, the latter can provide many and various functions, and their degree of coupling is lower. However, due to encapsulating more complex business logics, they are more difficult to be designed, implemented and managed. Meanwhile, some new challenges are put forward to the Web services technology.
In this paper, we focus on Web Services Composition technology. Web services composition is not a new notation and aims to choreograph all kinds of Web services effectively and realize seamless integration between services to achieve some given business requirements and goals [1, 25] . Up to now, there is a growing body of work focused on Web services composition technology. Furthermore, many solutions have already been proposed dealing with AI planning [2, 3] , graph searching [4, 5] or workflow [6, 7] . However, most of these solutions only can cater for the atomic and simple Web services, rather than the large granularity Web services. There are two following challenges: firstly, in order to use some output of one atomic or simple service in a composition, all its inputs often need to be provided. But, for one large-granularity service, only some of its inputs may be given to obtain some output. For example, there is a weather forecast service, which receives a zip code and a date as inputs, and returns the city name and the weather forecast in the future seven days from the given date.
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Yuyu Yin, Ying Li, Jianwei Yin, Shuiguang Deng However, in order to get the city name, the zip code only is given. Secondly, the interfaces within a large-granularity service are not isolated from each other, but some of them may be concatenated to provide value-added functions. That means a composition may be implemented by only connecting the interfaces of one large-granularity service, rather than two or more atomic or simple services. For example, there is a geographic information service, which receives a zip code as input and returns a city name, and receives a city name as input and returns its time zone. If a city name as output is connected with a city name as input, we can get a new function which translates a zip code into the relevant time zone. In one word, it is more difficult to compose the large-granularity services. The objective of this paper is to probe into the large-granularity Web services composition. Two main aspects of the methodology are the following:
-Large-granularity Web services specification. In order to better use the existing Web services in a composition task, the more precise service description is needed. Currently, there are a lot of works focused on services specification. However, they do not capture the required information in the largegranularity Web services composition. The required information is entitled the interface inverted dependency which is a description of dependency relationships among data semantics in signature and behavioral protocols. The interface inverted dependency captures data dependencies from an output to inputs within a large-granularity Web service. Thus traditional service specification languages OWL-s are extended with the interface inverted dependency to describe the large-granularity Web services in this paper.
-An approach for the large-granularity Web services composition based on the behind idea of Martin-Löf Type Theory(for short, MLTT) [8] . The idea is that construction of a program is viewed as proof of proposition (that is proofs-as-programs). The main idea of the method is as follows. Specification of composition requirement is described as a proposition which can be proved by related theory. The proof can be viewed as a solution of composition specification. Furthermore, Because of soundness of the MLTT, the correctness of composite services is guaranteed with respect to the initial specifications. Completeness of MLTT ensures that all solutions would be found. In our paper, correctness of services composition is the services composition can satisfy users' initial functional requirements.
Web service composition based on the idea of proofs-as-programs is a relatively new topic, and it has been mentioned in quite recent publications. Presently, the idea is applied to software construction. In particular, the key ideas of the software composition approach, as well as correspondence between theorems and specifications and between constructive proofs and programs, are presented in [13] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes the notion of the inverted interface dependency and extends OWL-s with it to describe the large-granularity Web services. Section 3 gives an approach for the large-granularity services based on the behind idea of MLTT. Section 4 explains the case study of our approach. Section 5 introduces the JTangComposition which is a platform for the large-granularity services composition. Section 6 discusses the related work. Section 7 draws a conclusion and outlines some further research activities.
The Large-granularity Services Specification
In the Section, we introduce the notion of interface inverted dependency. And then, OWL-s is extended with the interface inverted dependency to describe the large-granularity services.
Interface inverted dependency
The interface inverted dependency shows which inputs of a service have to be provided to produce one output of the service. It captures data dependencies from an output to inputs within a large-granularity Web service. Furthermore, it can help us to clear the business logic of a large-granularity Web service. It lays a foundation for solving the above-mentioned challenges proposed in Section 1. Figure 1 gives the interface inverted dependencies of the service FT that provides online querying of the train information and ordering of the train ticket ticket by credit card. Given a departure date(Date), an departure city(DCity) and an arrival city(ACity), provides the flight number(Fnum), the departure time(FDtime), the arrival time and(FAtime) the ticket price(FPrice) of all available flights. Given the flight number(Fnum), the ticket price(FPrice), a credit card number (CCnum), the CVS number of the credit card(CVSnum), the name of the owner holding the credit card(CName), his ID card number (CID), provides a credit limit(max), a balance(avaiable) and a flight ticket reservation notice(FInfo). The precondition is that users must own the digital certifications issued by a bank and their credit cards are issued by the bank. The postcondition shows that the balance (avaiable) is equal to the credit limit(max) minus the flight ticket(FPrice) when credit limit(max) is greater than the flight ticket(FPrice). It has the following two non-function attributes: the execution time is 5 seconds and the reliability is low. In the right of Figure 1 , all outputs of the service FT are shown. In the left, all inputs of the service are shown. The arrows show which inputs are depends on by one output.
Extension of OWL-s
Presently, models of Web services have evolved from traditional black-box models, such as WSDL, into multi-views models, such as OWL -S (http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/) and WSMO (http://www.w3.org/ Submission/WSMO/). The latter models describe every aspect of Web services by defining the different profiles. However, these models do not support the notations of the interface inverted dependency. Thus, we extend OWL-s with the interface inverted dependency. The reason for extending OWL-s is to involve not only the service profile, which describes the service registration and discovery mechanisms, but also the service model, which describes the interior service implementation in details. In addition, it has been a W3C recommendation for Semantic Web markup languages. OWL-s is supported by the Semantic Web technology and is able to present semantically enriched data types. Therefore, OWL-s can be regarded as a key step towards automatic discovery and matchmaking and composition of services by semantic description. Figure 2 shows the extended part of OWL-s. In the process model of OWL-S, we add a new object attribute Depend for object output, it represents the dependency between object output and object input. The following sentences show the definition of Depend: <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="Depend"> <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#hasoutput"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Input"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> As an example of the extended OWL-S, we give a part of the OWL-S services process for the Flight Ticket Service in Figure 3 . [8] was originally developed with the aim of being a clarification of constructive mathematics, but unlike most other formalizations of mathematics type theory, it is not based on first order predicate logic. Instead, predicate logic is interpreted within type theory through the correspondence between propositions and sets. The idea behind propositions as sets is to identify a proposition with the set of its proofs. MLTT has a basic type and two type formers. The basic type is the type of sets. For each set S, the elements of S form a type.
Predicates and relations are seen in type theory as functions yielding propositions as output. As well as sets, propositions are inductively defined. So, a proposition is determined by the rules that construct its proofs. To prove a proposition P, we have to construct an object of type P. In other words, a proposition is true if we can build an object of type P and it is false if the type P is not inhabited. We write Prop to refer to the type of propositions. However, the way propositions are introduced allows us to identify propositions and sets, and then we usually write Set instead of Prop.
In the MLTT, there is a correspondence between types and logics. This is summarized in the following 
false Bottom type true Unit type
Introduction of Dependent Record Types
Dependent Record Types (for short, DRT) [11] is an extension of dependent product type(∏-type) and dependent sum type(∑-type) in which types are expressed in terms of data. DRT is much more flexible than simple dependent types such as∏-types and ∑-types.
Syntax of DRT is extended with record types < > and <R; l : A> and records <> and <r; l = a : A>, where we overload <> to stand for both the empty record type and the empty record. Records are associated with two operations: field selection r.l that selects the field labeled by l and first projection (or restriction) [r] that removes the last component of record r. Table 2 gives the rules for DRT. L is a finite set of labels. RType denotes all dependent record types. :
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Elimination Rules
Equality Rules
Transformation from extended OWL-s to rules
A proof rule should be defined a logic implication during proving a proposition. In Table 1 , we find the dependent product type(∏-type) in the MLTT correspond to logic implication. Thus, DRT can represent the rules, because DRT is extended from ∏-type. In the section, the rules are transformed from extend OWL-s and defined by DRT.
There are dependencies between the previous fields and the next fields for DRTs. For example, <n:Int; v:Vect(n)>is the dependent record type with objects (called records) such as <n=3; v= [3;7;6] >, where the dependency has to be respected: [3;7;6] must be of type Vect (3) . Intuitively, its dependency is consistent with the notion of the interface inverted dependency.
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In addition, DRT realize a continuum of precision from the basic assertions we are used to expect from types, up to a complete specification of a representation (e.g., a context). The basic idea of the work [12] is to apply the formalism of DRT to ontological knowledge in order to get a better expressivity. DRT can gather within a single structure all the knowledge related to a semantic concept. Thus, DRT can formalize the extended OWL-s specification of a service.
For example, given an ontology with two terms A, B of the ontology and A is a subclass of B, and a service with the input x and output y. The service can be expressed as the following dependent records:<A=x:Int, B=y:float>, It shows the three following facts: (1) the output x depends on the input y.
(2) they are annotated by term A, B. (3) the input y and output x have the similar semantic concept, because A is a subclass of B. Thus, our composition approach can be supported by semantic reasoning.
In the OWL-s, services are mainly described by IOPEs and non-function attributes, so we need to give the following pre-definitions firstly: (1)Labels. Given all concepts l 1 ,…,l n of an ontology T. Labels L is an enumeration set composed of l 1 ,…,l n and denoted as L≡{ l 1 ,…,l n }.
Inputs and outputs specify the data transformation produced by one service. (2)Inputs. Inputs can be formalized by non-dependent record type. It is denoted as I ≡ Non-Functional attributes are useful in evaluating and selecting services when there are several services having the same functionalities. Though OWL-s shows the non-function attributes can be described in the service profiles, it does not explain which the non-function attributes are and how to express them. Thus, any non-attribute attribute can be defined in the service profiles by service providers. We classify the non-functional attributes into the following two categories: Quantitative Attributes: This kind of attribute is assigned to a special numerical value and includes total cost, total execution time, etc. Qualitative Attributes: This kind of attribute can not be expressed by quantities and includes reliability, security, etc. (6) Non 
Transformation from user's requirement to proposition
In order to compose services based on proofs-as-programming, the users' requirements firstly have to be translated into logical propositions in the style of MLTT. Definition 3 shows how to express the users' requirements. Definition 3(Requirement). A user's requirement is the following proposition Q:
, where:
(1) Δ q is the non-function attributes of the requirement; (2) r is a rules list of the rule set R. 
,where Γ i defines the premises of the output o i ; (4) I q is the inputs of the requirement, it is defined as   
Extraction of a behavior model from proof
We use service-behavioral type [9] to present the behavior model. The behavior model is extracted from the proof and it presents a composed service corresponding to the user request.
The reason why we use service-behavioral type as presentation of behavior model is that it is built based on extended MLTT [11] . Thus, a behavior model can be directly extracted from proof. However, if we use Pi-calculus to describe behavior model, the connection between the logical framework of MLTT and Pi-calculus has to be taken up firstly. In addition, Services-behavioral type can also formally construct static and dynamic services behavior. There is a correspondence between the service-behavioral type and BEPL4WS. Therefore, if we use the service-behavioral type to present the behavior of a composed service, it is easy to be translated into BEPL4WS. We explain the meaning of the service-behavioral types in terms of BPEL4WS. ⊥is the inaction which is "empty" activity in BPEL4WS. ↑ MSeq equals to the "receive" action in BPEL4WS. ↓MSeq equals to the"reply" action in BPEL4WS. The variable    defines a variable locate in △. This is similar to the local variable inside the BPEL4WS process. For the rest operations, Seq(T) is a "sequence", T||U is a "flow", { , }
is a "while",  is a "terminate".
Case Study
In this section, we design some large-granularity services which have more than two inputs or outputs (e.g. Flight tickets service(FT) and Train tickets service(TT)) and show an example about how to compose them using our method. As a working example we consider the user's requirement. John is in Beijing. He wants to go to the Sunday-Sunny Resort in Hangzhou and join an academic meeting on 1st May. He hopes to deal with his travel and accommodation by a Web service across the internet. He requests that if the weather is misty, then he will travel by train, else he will travel by airplane and booking the train tickets. Given a departure date(Date), an departure city(DCity) and an arrival city(ACity), provides the train number(Tnum), the departure time(TDtime), the arrival time (TAtime) and the ticket price(TPrice) of all available trains. Given a credit card number (CCnum), provides A credit limit(max). Given the train number(Tnum), the ticket price(TPrice), a credit card number (CCnum), the CVS number of the credit card(CVSnum) and the name of the owner holding the credit card(CName), provides a balance(avaiable) and a train ticket reservation notice(Info). The precondition is shows users must own the digital certifications issued by a bank and their credit cards are issued by the bank. The postcondition shows that the balance (avaiable) is equal to the credit limit(max) minus the train ticket(TPrice) when credit limit(max) is greater than the train ticket(TPrice). -Hotel service(Hotel). It provides the following functions: querying the information of hotels and reserving the rooms. Given a city(City), provides all hotels' name list in the city(Hlist). Given a city(City) and the hotel's name(Hname), provides the detail information of the hotel(HInfo).Given a city(City), the hotel's name(Hname), a customer's name(CName) and a customer's cell phone number(Pnum) and a check-in time(Ctime), provides a reservation notice(RInfo). Figure 1 , Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 depicted the interface inverted dependencies of the above four services respectively. Applied to our motivating example, the predefined rules and the proposition to be proven can be presented as follows.
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The structure of a solution for the user's requirement is presented in Figure 8 . Using the above rules, the proof is easy to complete and shown as follows. Limitation of space forbids full treatment of the proving process. To make the proof clear and more readable, we ignore the premises q  in the first step. Clearly, the subgoal G1 can be gotten by Rule 2. Therefore, G1 can be regarded as an available theorem and used to prove other subgoals.
We apply +-elimination rule to the subgoal G2, getting the following two subgoals: Figure 9 gives the proving process of the subgoal G21. We ignore its premises in Figure 9 . In addition, because its premises can be gotten by G1, the subgoal G21 can be proved. Likewise, we can get the subgoal G22. Therefore, we can get the subgoal G2 by the subgoal G21 and G22.
  Figure 7 . The Proof of the subgoal G21 Figure 10 gives the proving process of the subgoal G3. Figure 8 The Proof of the subgoal G3 Therefore, we can get the subgoal G by the subgoal G1,G2 and G3. At last, the following behavioral model can be extracted from the proving process of the subgoal G. If the proposition corresponding to the requested composite service has been proven and the proof is generated then a process model is extracted from the proof directly. The last step is to evaluate the QoS of a composed service. If the Non-functional attributes of the composed services satisfy the user's initial requirement, the process model is translated into BPEL4WS.
Figure 9. The Architecture of JTangComposition
As an example, the composition task mentioned in Section III is developed on the JTangComposition. Figure 12 shows the interface of JTangComposition. It records the type of the input or output messages of every service in P. 
Related Work
There are three categories from current efforts in Web services composition generally: manual, automatic, and semi automatic composition [15] . Manual composition takes place during the design time and is implemented by a human designer (i.e., service provider). The method is not usable by end users, rather than just software developers. Semi automatic composition relieves human designers' burdens by allowing for binding manually generated workflow to the corresponding concrete Web services dynamically. By the method, a human designer only needs to focus on design the business flow of a composite service. There are some solutions about the two above-mentioned methods, for example, METEOE-S [16] , e-Flow [7] and Kepler [17] . As we are discussing about automatic composition in this paper, manual and semi composition techniques are not explained in details here.
By automatic composition, we mean whether a specified requirement (e.g., user's request) and a set of services are given, a composite service can be generated automatically [18] . Automatic composition approaches typically exploit the Semantic Web and artificial intelligence (AI) planning techniques. The former approach is to match and compose services by utilizing Semantic Web technology (e.g. OWL-S, WSMO). Currently, there are some typical research efforts which are presented in [19] and [20] . The AI-based composition approach has been reported frequently in recent years. It is another branch of researches which tries to address the service composition problem by using situation calculus (e.g. ConGolog [21] ), PDDL [22] , Rule-based planning(e.g. SWORD [23] ), hierarchical task planning (e.g. SHOP-2 [24] ) and program synthesis [26] [27] [28] . The idea of our work is similar to program synthesis. It has been introduced to compose services in quite recent publications. Waldinger [26] proposed an approach for service synthesis based on automated deduction and program synthesis. Lammermann [27] applies Structural Synthesis of Program (SSP) for automated service composition. Rao et. al. [28] introduces a method for automatic composition of semantic Web services using Linear Logic theorem proving. In this paper, we focus on the large-granularity services automatic composition. Unlike other methods, our method can cater of not only the normal Web services but also the large-granularity services.
Conclusion And Future Work
The large-granularity Web services are the new trend of Web services. They shift more and more software providers from software developer. In order to enhance the reusability and convenience of the large-granularity Web services, we need to improve the current composition approach. In the paper, we propose the notation of the inverted interface dependency and extend OWL-s with it to represent the large-granularity services. Based on the notion, a large-granularity service can be regarded as a group of inverted interface dependencies. Then we propose a composition approach based on the idea of proofs as programs. There are three steps as follows: firstly, the proof rules are transformed from the extended OWL-s; secondly, the requirement to services composition is expressed as the proposition in the MLTT; thirdly, the proposition is proved and the behavior model is extracted from the proof. By the case study, we show the approach is efficient to compose the large-granularity services and a tradeoff between the proposition proving in the MLTT and semantic reasoning. At last, we give a case study, develop the prototype JTangComposition to implement our approach, and verify its efficiency.
In this paper, a lot of works need to be done in the future, including: for one thing we consider that users are not always able to completely describe the requirement of the composite service. We may need to add the negotiation mechanism between users and JTangComposition so that the users' requirements can be made explicit. For another, although services composition can be dealt with both the MLTT proposition proving and the Semantic Reasoning, their efficiency should be improved when suffering from the expansion of the search space during problem solving. The directly reason is that the size of ontology models and the amount of the available large-granularity services are huge.
